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Would my life have been any different if I had learnt finance when I was 7? I have a 7-year-old
neighbour Pappu, who is my pastime. I wish to teach him what’s finance that I failed to learn
despite being educated. He is a curious learner and an intelligent kid. I wish he reaches great
heights like my son.
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subsequent purchaser.www.writerspocket.comI dedicate this book to people who think finance
is a topic of maturity. I dedicate this micro-fiction to all those who think finance should be learnt
only when you have access to money, that is only once you start earning. To all those aspiring
and enthusiastic children who wish to start investing, this book is for you!ContentsTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationForewordIf I Had Learnt Finance Since I Was 7Home sweet
homePappu and meAcknowledgementAbout The AuthorAbout Writer's PocketAlso Published by
Writer's PocketForewordIt was a typical week of cooking, eating, gardening and sleeping. One
fine day I got a call from my son that I heard my cousin passed away. It was hard to endure the
pain distantly. The Covid-19 engulfed a good soul’s life. I made it a point to go to the funeral no
matter what. I protested with my son, and there I was at the funeral. More than the crying that I
saw, I witnessed a deeper problem of what was next for the family in terms of finances. I had
lunch with a deep thought about what would the family do since the breadwinner has passed
who is just 50. I developed stomach pain. I found it difficult to take another bite. The thought
roofed my mind even until I reached home.If I Had Learnt Finance Since I Was 7“Oh! It’s so hot, I
can’t stand in the kitchen.”It was April 2021, the maintenance power cut tested my patience. I
was fuming in heat waves before the gas stove.“Pssssst!”The cooker steam breathed all over my
neck, pearls of sweat painted my pale face.I looked at the mirror and wondered before I wished
to clean the sweat. Flight of thoughts, flashed my mind, family fights, losing my husband, debt
trap, those life struggles that reflected my pale wrinkled face.I am growing old, my hair is an
expanse of pure white serenity, my skin is all wrinkled. Can I withstand this heat? Will I be able to
cook for myself every day?“Psssst,” the cooker steam sounded fierce and distracted my delving
thoughts.I lost the count of cooker whistles, and switched the stove off. Oh, I forgot to wash my
face.“Ufff!” I said to myself with a sigh of relief, the power came back. I sat and waited under the
ceiling fan at full speed for the cooker to cool its pressure. It was true bliss. But I thought to
myself, I could have saved money, for an apartment that at least had a generator, that had an
elevator, that had good ventilation. I could have saved to afford a maid, to not ask my son with
hesitation all the time for extra allowance.I opened my eyes, the fan blades rotated fast, swirling
me to deep sleep.All I remember vividly after that is in bed at a private hospital.
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Cheeky, “simple and elegant. Very nice simple short story nicely narrated by the author.
Recommend for kids. A practical way to illustrate the financial literacy”

Ananya Sarkar, “Perfect recommendation for kids to understand finance. This is a
straightforward but lovely book to read. The plot weaves together the significance of various
ideas that may be important in our lives. This book brilliantly depicts how a friendly and warm
elderly lady taught a 7-year-old the value of being self-sufficient, understanding finances,
saving, insurance, and investing. It's a breeze to read this book. This is an excellent book for
teaching children the importance of precise financial planning and mindset at a young age. This
is a short and sweet story with a powerful message. Because the language is simple and the
story can be read in one sitting, it is suitable for children. It was a smooth read for me.”

Tales of a Phoenix, “Simplistic yet hits the mark - Meant for all age groups. In simple words,
Divya Suresh has explained the importance of financial management through a realistic event
spanning over a few days. One can easily relate to the scenario. Though it is a novella, it will
leave you thinking and start planning your finances if you haven't already done it yet. Easy to
explain the importance of financial planning through this story. Meant for all age groups.”

Ayushi Sharma, “Importance of finance. The book is worth reading. It tells you about the
importance of finance. Finance is very important for people. In this book Ma (protagonist) is
dependent on others due to lack of finance despite of the fact that she is educated . Further in
the story she met with Pappu, intelligent and curious kid, aged seven. She told her about the
significance of finance. To sum up, this is worth reading. You can surely devote your time into
reading this.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Financial literacy through story telling. Excellent thought process. Narrated
beautifully. Articulated well. How to pass experience learning through story telling, thereby the
younger generation will be impacted through mirror neuron effect. Kudos to the author.Kudos to
the author.. Explaining everything through life events. Best of luck. Keep your good work going
which is be beneficial to younger generation. Imbibing financial literacy through story telling.
Great concept.”

The book by Randy Wayne White has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 30 people have provided
feedback.
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